
NRS Pick-of-Life Ice Awls Survival Gear

NRS

Product number: NRS-POLE

The NRS Pick-of-Life Ice Rescue ice axe is your 
essential survival equipment for safety and self-
rescue on ice. Designed for quick rescue operations 
when breaking through the ice.

Weight: 0.09 kg
34,95 € * 34,95 €

Survival equipment for emergencies: The NRS Pick-of-Life ice 
rescue awls

Reliable self-rescue on the ice

Safety on the ice is more than just being careful - it depends on having the right equipment. The NRS Pick-
of-Life ice rescue ice awls is your indispensable companion for all activities on frozen waters. This robust 
ice awls was developed for self-rescue and enables you to free yourself from icy waters.

Developed for rapid deployment

In an emergency, every second counts. The NRS Pick-of-Life ice awls are designed to always be at hand - 
whether worn around your neck, stowed in your breast pocket or threaded through the sleeves of your jacket. 
This ensures that you can reach them immediately in the event of ice breakage without losing contact with 
the ice surface.

Sophisticated functions for maximum effectiveness

With the NRS picks, you can effectively pull yourself onto the ice while maintaining your body heat. The 
handling is intuitive: short arm movements and simultaneous swimming movements of the legs help you to 
free yourself safely and quickly from the water. Once on the ice, the flat body position allows you to 
distribute your weight evenly and thus minimise the risk of another breakage.



Precaution meets lifesaving

In addition to the immediate rescue function of the ice pick, the description contains valuable tips on 
preventing hypothermia and information on checking the thickness of the ice. The multi-layered structure of 
your clothing and the conscious choice of your route on the ice can significantly reduce the risk of accidents.

The 10 cm long plastic handles each have a retractable sleeve that encloses the 2.5 cm long picks
The 1.6 metre long cord, to which the 2 handles are attached, has a reflective lines for low light 
conditions

An indispensable tool for your safety

The NRS Pick-of-Life Ice Rescue ice awls is an indispensable tool for anyone who wants to enjoy the 
beauty of winter on natural ice surfaces without neglecting their own safety. And don't forget: The Pick-of-
Life is designed for self-rescue. If another person is in distress, it is important to call for professional help 
and leave the rescue to the professionals.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=ed238ec5e7168d8c8da786f55572bbd0

